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Silicon valley humane society

Tell us a story about how you met your furry best friend and help other pet lovers discover the joys of adopting pets! Tell us your story Humane America Animal Fund, dba Adopt-a-Pet.com, is a non-profit, taxable 501 (c) (3) adoption advertising charity. Our mission (and passion) is to help get homeless pets out of shelters and in loving homes. Let us know what you think! Special thanks to our sponsors,
Purina, Chewie and PetBasics, whose support makes our life-saving work possible. Update of our adoption program: Adoption lists fill up very quickly each week, which we know has been frustrating for some of you. Note that listings fill up so quickly because of the huge demand, which far exceeds the number of available animals that we have at any given time. We are working tirelessly to attract more
stray animals from across the state to continue saving lives as well as trying to meet demand. We are also constantly working on the adoption process to make it as clear, fair and accessible as possible. Thank you for your patience and support during this time! In response to concerns about COVID-19 and current social distancing rules, our adoption process is now virtual, with your new pet's pickup only
by appointment. This new adoption process is in place for the safety of our employees and customers. Follow our simple steps to bring home a new pet to keep you company at this difficult time! 1. Sign up for a virtual meeting. The adoption consultant will contact you in 5-10 days by email to set up the time of the video appointment. 2. Meet your match (es)! During a virtual video destination, you get to
meet up to 3 animals you are interested in and learn more about them. Since new animals are available daily, we recommend checking the list of available animals 30 minutes before your destination. 3. Let the experts help you! If you're willing to accept, an adoption consultant will help you get more information on how to set up your new pet for success, and help you complete all the paperwork and
payment digitally. 4. Let's go home, mate! At the end of your virtual appointment, your adoption consultant will set time for you to come pick up your pet at our Milpitas Animal Community Center (no later than the next business day). All animals must leave with a collar or a safe wearer. It is required that you wear a mask when you come to pick up your new buddy. 5. Send us a photo! We would like to see
pictures of your new pet settling in your home. Boom! You just gave a cat, dog, rabbit or pocket pet home. Ok you, now go and get your hugs on. Dog/Puppy Registration Form: The registration list for adoption for dogs/puppies is currently full. We re-open the uniform on Monday, 1/11 at 11am. Thanks for your patience and please check back for updates! If the registration list for the dog adoption
appointment is complete, you can subscribe to our cancellation list. If the meeting is cancelled week (1/5-1/11), we will accidentally contact those on the cancellation list to schedule a meeting. Please note that registering on the cancellation list does not guarantee your appointment. Dog Cancellation Cat/Kitten Sign Form: Acceptance appointment registration list for cats/kittens is now full. We re-open the
uniform on Monday, 1/11 at 11am. Thanks for your patience and please check back for updates! Rabbit Registration Pocket Pet Sign up Check out our adoption guide while you wait for your destination: Cat and Kitten Adoption Guide to Adoption Rabbit Adoption Guide If you are looking for a friendly, outgoing kitten and have a general idea of what you want, a kitten match may be right for you! Skip the
destination line and get matched with your new kitten. 1. Fill out a form to let our adoption consultants know what you are looking for (age, gender, color, marking, etc.) All kittens taking part in our new kitten match pilot perfect first time kittens - they are playful and social. Sign up for Kitten Match 2. We'll find your match (es). Our consultants review your answers and find you a match that fits your description.
Some matches take place in just a few days, others may take 1-2 weeks depending on your preferences. 3. Time to go home! Once the match is found, we will offer an additional group video call to answer any general questions on the care of the kitten, and then schedule a meeting where you will meet your new kitten for the first time. Adoption documents and payment will be completed online and you can
pick up your new furry friend! All kittens should be left in a safe carrier. It is required that you wear a mask when you come to pick up your new buddy. 4. Send us a photo! We would like to see pictures of your new pet settling in your home. Benefits of the kitten pilot match program: 1. Get a kitten faster. By allowing our experienced adoption consultants to make your match for you (which include kittens not
yet available on our website!), you will miss the waiting list for virtual adoption appointments. This means you can have your new buddy home even faster! 2. Help save lives. It's kitten season, and shelters across California are being flooded with kittens. We take kittens from rescue partners who need our help, but we need more space and resources to continue to help our partners. When you take a kitten
through a kitten match, you help us create a space quickly, allowing us to save more animals needing help right now. Check out our affordable diamond in Ruff Animals below! Animals available under our Diamond in the Ruff program may have special needs or conditions. Follow the steps below to to take a diamond in Ruff Animals: Browse the list of available diamonds in Ruff Animals. Visit the animal's
profile to find out more about them and see if they can be suitable for your family to fill out a form through a link in the animal's profile and ask to Their. Meet the animal virtually! Our adoption staff will monitor for several days to provide more information and create a virtual meeting to meet the animal. Some animals may require them to meet in person and be greeted before adoption. If the animal requires a
face-to-face meeting and greeting, our adoption team will set up a meeting for you to meet the animal. Let the experts help you! If you are willing to accept after your appointment, the adoption consultant will walk you through more information on how to install your new pet for success, and will help you complete all paperwork and payment digitally. Take your new buddy! At the end of your virtual
appointment, your adoption consultant will set time for you to come pick up your pet at our Milpitas Animal Community Center (no later than the next business day). All animals must leave with a collar or a safe wearer. It is required that you wear a mask when you come to pick up your new buddy. Please note that the Ruff-shaped Diamond can only be used for registration to come across an affordable
diamond in the Ruff animals. If you fill out a Ruff Diamond and a request to meet an animal that is not part of our Diamond program in the Ruff program, you will not receive an appointment to meet this animal. Please note that we do not allow holds while our virtual adoption process is in place. SingleEach Extra Dog $175 $100 puppy $375 $375 Cat $175 $100 Kitten $175 $100 6 Cat Club $7 5$75 Garden
Cats $10$10 Rabbit $70$40 Guinea Pig $30$10 Rat$20$10 Hamster$20 $20 20 When you adopt a cat mother, you can also take home one of her kittens at no extra cost. Mom and baby will keep each other in company, and mom will continue to mentor her kitten by all means cats. At HSSV, we believe that more mature pets make wonderful pets. Adopters aged 60 can get half the adoption price when
adopting cats and dogs 6 years or more or rabbits 4 years and older. In honor of veterinarians and their pets, HSSV will refuse to accept a fee of one feline and/or dog for 6 months for servicemen and veterans. Valid identification is required at the time of adoption, please contact us for details. FeLV' cats have an adoption fee of $10. FeLV (Feline Leukemia Virus) is a virus that targets the immune system in
cats. FeLV cats can continue to live a long, healthy life with appropriate veterinary care and indoors. Did you know that you can sponsor adoption fees for needy animals? Heather and Matt Robbins adopted Abby from HSSV, and regularly come to our Milpitas Animal Community Center to care and adoption of animals that need it most. Starting with excellent matchmaking services from our adoption
consultants, taking HSSV includes: Spay/Neuter Surgery All necessary vaccines suitable for animal age and routine deworming Home Again Microchip with lifetime registration Sponsored Veterinary Visit and choose postoperative discount through one of our Partner Expert Tips on Pet Care and Training, Training, Free Animal Behavior Advice from a behavior specialist following adoption tips as your new
pet adapts to the home Of Our Animals have been reviewed by veterinary staff and received a behavior assessment Comparing the cost of adopted animal Vs. Free Pet Free Pet may seem very much, but the cost of pet care will add up quickly. For better value, take from the Humane Society of Silicon Valley, where adoptions include a full range of services to keep your new companion safe and healthy.
FinnOreo, now Finn, was a shy little guy with the best snaggletooth of all time. He was recently adopted and his new family says he fits right in and is the perfect addition to their home! Take DogLunaLuna's new family says she is the best kitten and a bright spot for them in this difficult year. She's already setting in big with her new cat brother! Take CatBrenda BulldogDespite, having a few medical issues,
Brenda The Bulldog has found a home with her family who is ready to take on whatever she needs. Her new family says she's doing great and clearly thriving with all the attention she now gets! Take the Dog Sign up for news, stories, and more delivered to your inbox monthly! Monthly!
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